Call for Papers

Digital Education: Out to the World and Back to the Campus

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have marked a milestone in the use of technology for education. The reach, potential, and possibilities of MOOCs are immense. But they are not only restricted to global outreach: the same technology can be used to improve teaching on campus and training inside companies and institutions. Come to EMOOCs 2017, the 5th European MOOCs Stakeholders Summit, to learn about the latest developments, share your insights, and get up-to-date with this exciting educational technology.

The conference will be organized at Universidad Carlos III de Madrid/Spain, after successful conferences held in Lausanne (CH), Mons (BE), and Graz (AT). The OPENedX Conference 2017 will be co-located with EMOOCs 2017.

Keynote Speakers

Anant Agarwal
CEO, edX

Armando Fox
Professor, UC Berkeley

Javier Hdez Ros
Director (G), DGCONNECT EC

Carolina Jeux
CEO, Telefónica ED

Rick Levin
CEO, Coursera

Simon Nelson
CEO, FutureLearn

Timothy O’Shea
Principal, U. Edinburgh

Committee Chairs

General Chair: Carlos Delgado Kloos (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain)

Experience Track Chairs: Patrick Jermann (EPFL, Switzerland), Mar Pérez Sanagustín (PUC Chile, Chile)

Research Track Chairs: Su White (U. Southampton, UK), Daniel Seaton (Harvard U., USA)

Business Track Chair: Thomas Staubitz (HPI, Germany), Catherine Mongenet (FUN, France)

Policy Track Chairs: Darco Jansen (EADTU, The Netherlands), Mauro Calise (U. di Napoli Federico II, Italy)

Spanish Track (EMOOCs-ES) Chairs: Carlos Alario Hoyos (UC3M, Spain), Rocael Hernández Rizzardini (U. Galileo, Guatemala)

Workshop Chairs: Pedro J. Muñoz-Merino, Eva Méndez (UC3M, Spain)

Local Organization Chairs: Teresa Malo de Molina, Raúl Aguilera, Rosa Sánchez, Iria Estévez (UC3M, Spain)

Important Dates

16 Jan 2017: Submissions for Research and Experience Tracks. Proposals for Workshops
24 Feb 2017: Notification of acceptance/rejection (Research and Experience Tracks, Workshops)
20 Mar 2017: Camera-ready versions for Springer LNCS Proceedings (Research and Experience Tracks)
09 Mar 2017: Paper submissions for Policy, Business, and Spanish Tracks and Work-in progress (WIP) short papers
11 Apr 2017: Notification of acceptance/rejection (Policy, Business, and Spanish Tracks, WIP short papers)
06 May 2017: Camera-ready versions for online Proceedings with ISBN (Policy and Spanish Tracks, WIP short papers)

Further Information: info@emoocs.eu
Submissions will be handled through EasyChair:
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=emoocs2017
The use of this Springer template is mandatory:
http://www.springer.com/computer/lncs?SGWID=0-164-6-793341-0